
00:03:26.000 --> 00:03:26.900 

<v Jamie Luerssen>Mike, your audio keeps cutting out.  

 

00:03:28.000 --> 00:03:28.900 

<v Jane Strong>MIke, your audio is spotty 

 

00:03:41.000 --> 00:03:41.900 

<v Jamie Luerssen>We can 

 

00:08:01.000 --> 00:08:01.900 

<v Angela Thompson>Sound is still spotty- May want to check if VPN is off. It can interfere with BBCU 

sound quality and connectivity 

 

00:09:33.000 --> 00:09:33.900 

<v Kimberly Willison Loy>Can you post the link to this presentation? 

 

00:09:48.000 --> 00:09:48.900 

<v Leslie Malkowski>Just to clarify, the info that came out from PSLs said 2 20 minute sessions with a 

max of 4 hours and 40 mins, this appears to be more? 

 

00:10:26.000 --> 00:10:26.900 

<v Amy Showker>What if parents are unavailable for coaching during the designated school hours?   

 

00:11:56.000 --> 00:11:56.900 

<v Denise Forrest>@Leslie - we are providing more but not recording it in the IEP. 

 

00:12:41.000 --> 00:12:41.900 

<v Denise Forrest>@Amy- we can do parent coaching also asynch though video training. 

 



00:13:05.000 --> 00:13:05.900 

<v Maureen Boland RVES>Someone has their mic on. 

 

00:14:25.000 --> 00:14:25.900 

<v Margo>For the preschool program, it appears that these teachers have fewer time commitments 

than school-aged sped teachers.  Can our preschool teachers also support school-aged students? 

 

00:14:47.000 --> 00:14:47.900 

<v Kate Beckner>Is it because they will still have 2 classes of students? 

 

00:15:18.000 --> 00:15:18.900 

<v Margo>They have am or pm and then usually 2 resource students.   

 

00:15:28.000 --> 00:15:28.900 

<v Denise Forrest>@Margo - following the sample schedule will have teachers teaching or coaching 7.5 

hours a day. 

 

00:15:45.000 --> 00:15:45.900 

<v Denise Forrest>Except Monday 

 

00:16:00.000 --> 00:16:00.900 

<v Margo>I will look again when the link goes out.   

 

00:16:06.000 --> 00:16:06.900 

<v Denise Forrest>Where they will have intervention block in the AM and CLT in the PM 

 

00:18:16.000 --> 00:18:16.900 

<v Sarah Brooker>When might we be given permission for testing to occur that was signed off on during 

LSC in spring?  Does that guidance and permission come from SPED office and/or facilities or both? 

 



00:18:25.000 --> 00:18:25.900 

<v Janice Dalton>Will these happen at the base school? (Assessments) 

 

00:20:51.000 --> 00:20:51.900 

<v Merrell Dade>What will Monday hours look like on IEPs? 

 

00:21:22.000 --> 00:21:22.900 

<v Deb Scott>The evaluations will be happening at the base school.  The school psychologists were 

planning to work with administrative teams, but, there is now guidance being developed regarding 

students entering buildings for many reasons- I believe a question is being posed as to whether this 

guidance will need to be published first, or, if evaluations can proceed. 

 

00:22:16.000 --> 00:22:16.900 

<v Sarah Brooker>@Deb - Thank you, definitely want published guidance before proceeding. 

 

00:23:05.000 --> 00:23:05.900 

<v Michael Bloom>Actiongram. 

 

00:23:18.000 --> 00:23:18.900 

<v Sarah Brooker>Outstanding, thank you! 

 

00:23:32.000 --> 00:23:32.900 

<v James Marotta>will there be a list/guidance given as to what evidence based programs are allowed 

to be utilized by teachers during virtual instruction? many are not physically able or have copyright 

issues involved, etc. from what I've been told... 

 

00:23:43.000 --> 00:23:43.900 

<v Teresa Khuluki>any guidance if none of your teachers can come in to test?  

 

00:24:21.000 --> 00:24:21.900 



<v Merrell Dade>I have that same question, Teresa. 

 

00:24:31.000 --> 00:24:31.900 

<v Karen Tuttle>I am wondering about that too James 

 

00:25:37.000 --> 00:25:37.900 

<v David Fee>Also, if a teacher is required to provide more than one reading program, how can they 

implement them with fidelity during the specialized instructional block? 

 

00:26:10.000 --> 00:26:10.900 

<v Diane Leipzig>What about the two weeks delayed start of school? Is that an addendum? 

 

00:26:14.000 --> 00:26:14.900 

<v Kevin Morris>Is there a final link that we can share for the guidance document? I understood it as we 

should not share that document yet.  

 

00:27:08.000 --> 00:27:08.900 

<v Mary Duffy>@Kevin - I got a final copy from my PSL. 

 

00:27:22.000 --> 00:27:22.900 

<v Rachel Charlton>We have 2 new counselors (new to FCPS).  Can our Lead Sped Teacher get SEASTARS 

sccess to the 504 plans? 

 

00:27:24.000 --> 00:27:24.900 

<v Mary Duffy>I'd ask your PSL to get a copy of it.  

 

00:27:34.000 --> 00:27:34.900 

<v Kevin Morris>      

 

00:27:41.000 --> 00:27:41.900 



<v Angelina>Kevin, the document can be found on the DPE website. 

 

00:27:43.000 --> 00:27:43.900 

<v Debbie Lorenzo>Yes you can share the document. The PSLs have it.  

 

00:28:13.000 --> 00:28:13.900 

<v Renee Miller>Could you put the link in the chat? 

 

00:28:16.000 --> 00:28:16.900 

<v Kelly Durso>It's already posted to fcps.net: http://fcpsnet.fcps.edu/ssse/Mont_Comp/IEPGuidance-

Elementary.pdf 

 

00:28:24.000 --> 00:28:24.900 

<v Kelly Durso>The other guidance document 

 

00:28:47.000 --> 00:28:47.900 

<v Debbie Lorenzo>Thank you Kelly for sharing the link. 

 

00:29:05.000 --> 00:29:05.900 

<v Kevin Morris>Thanks! 

 

00:30:22.000 --> 00:30:22.900 

<v Debbie Lorenzo>The recorded training regarding the document is found on that page as well under 

professional developement. 

 

00:30:24.000 --> 00:30:24.900 

<v Karen Tuttle>How are some of these students going to have enough time in the day or stamina  

 

00:30:31.000 --> 00:30:31.900 



<v Michael 

Bloom>https://sites.google.com/fcpsschools.net/specialeducationsuggestedinstr/home?pli=1&authuser

=1 

 

00:32:10.000 --> 00:32:10.900 

<v Denise Forrest>The behavior site is AWESOME! 

 

00:32:25.000 --> 00:32:25.900 

<v Jenny Cunneen>Yes, it is!  The BITS have been incredible. 

 

00:32:30.000 --> 00:32:30.900 

<v Kevin Morris>Looks great! One stop shopping essential for our teachers now. Agree with the behavior 

site; met with our BIT and she walked us through it 

<v Cecilia Vanderhye>Thank you for putting this site together! 

 

00:32:48.000 --> 00:32:48.900 

<v Jane Strong>@Diane, no need to amend just due to dates 

 

00:33:19.000 --> 00:33:19.900 

<v Diane Leipzig>Great -- so how will this be documented? 

 

00:33:35.000 --> 00:33:35.900 

<v Jane Strong>Our IEP already has a statement that covers this.  

 

00:33:43.000 --> 00:33:43.900 

<v Rachel Charlton>Can we get an additional phone line please? 

 

00:33:45.000 --> 00:33:45.900 

<v Diane Leipzig>PERFECT! Thanks Jane. 

 



00:34:17.000 --> 00:34:17.900 

<v Shelby Hill>So the old line is still working?  

 

00:35:17.000 --> 00:35:17.900 

<v Angela Thompson>Thanks.  That would be great 

 

00:35:43.000 --> 00:35:43.900 

<v Merrell Dade>Is there any information available about  when we might bring sped, ECCB, PAC and the 

like back for in-person instruction? 

 

00:35:47.000 --> 00:35:47.900 

<v Angela Thompson>Thanks 

 

00:37:12.000 --> 00:37:12.900 

<v Amy Showker>Will the division be providing access to Lexia for SWDs?  

 

00:37:40.000 --> 00:37:40.900 

<v Shelby Hill>Is there a link to all those resources?  

 

00:37:45.000 --> 00:37:45.900 

<v Renee Miller>How does Imagine Learning compare with Lexia? 

 

00:38:07.000 --> 00:38:07.900 

<v Kathy Quigley>Knowing which programs are available will directly impact IEP hours. 

 

00:38:17.000 --> 00:38:17.900 

<v Renee Miller>agree, kathy 

 

00:38:34.000 --> 00:38:34.900 



<v Renee Miller>Thanks, Mike! 

 

00:38:55.000 --> 00:38:55.900 

<v Kathy Quigley>Is there a timeline for when we'll know about those additional resources that Mike 

was describing? 

 

00:39:09.000 --> 00:39:09.900 

<v Jennifer-Flint Hill>Would love a list of all the programs and an explanation of who they would be a 

best match for... 

 

00:39:23.000 --> 00:39:23.900 

<v Ellen Mukai>@Jennifer - Me, too! 

 

00:39:48.000 --> 00:39:48.900 

<v Matthew Chapman>@Jennifer and @Kathy agree!! 

 

00:39:50.000 --> 00:39:50.900 

<v Jennifer-Flint Hill>Particularly if we are switching out programs out of need... 

 

00:39:51.000 --> 00:39:51.900 

<v Denise Forrest>@Jennifer - Will pass your request to Ellie. 

 

00:39:59.000 --> 00:39:59.900 

<v Jennifer-Flint Hill>Thanks!! 

 

00:40:06.000 --> 00:40:06.900 

<v Matthew Chapman>      

 

00:41:05.000 --> 00:41:05.900 



<v Shelby Hill>Are case managers suppose to do all needed addendums/annuals and PWNs prior to that 

start of school?  

 

00:42:53.000 --> 00:42:53.900 

<v James Marotta>with that being said: to confirm-  we CAN start bringing in students in person to 

continue testing for LSC as of now?  is there guidance to how we should answer parents if they do not 

want their child coming into the building to do so, but as we all know, will still want their student found 

eligible... 

 

00:43:09.000 --> 00:43:09.900 

<v Jane Strong>@ Shelby yes to the best of their ability 

 

00:44:29.000 --> 00:44:29.900 

<v Maureen Boland RVES>Guys - we needed WAY more time than this:) 

 

00:45:35.000 --> 00:45:35.900 

<v Kristin Bennink>can we share this recording? will we get this recording? 

 

00:45:40.000 --> 00:45:40.900 

<v Kathy Quigley>I am really concerned that we may not be able to have all IEP's amended by 9/8.  

There are many demands on teacher/admin time over these weeks 

 

00:45:48.000 --> 00:45:48.900 

<v Lisa Pilson>Please post the link to the slide deck 

 

00:45:50.000 --> 00:45:50.900 

<v Liz Beaty>If we are doing IEP addendums to adjust service delivery hours by including virtual services, 

what should the end date for those virtual services be on the services page of the IEP? 

 

00:45:51.000 --> 00:45:51.900 

<v Jane Strong>@ James, talk with your PSL , there are some parents declining 



 

00:46:00.000 --> 00:46:00.900 

<v Kanchana>@Kathy- agree! 

 

00:46:04.000 --> 00:46:04.900 

<v Sara Van Aalst>What's the timeline for these addendums for virtual instruction? 

 

00:46:05.000 --> 00:46:05.900 

<v Dotty Lin>@Kathy- completely agree 

 

00:46:11.000 --> 00:46:11.900 

<v Denise Forrest>The recording and slide deck will be linked in the Google site. 

 

00:46:23.000 --> 00:46:23.900 

<v Sara Harper>Is there really no way to post the link to this document? 

 

00:46:26.000 --> 00:46:26.900 

<v Sara Harper>in the chat? 

 

00:46:29.000 --> 00:46:29.900 

<v Kathy Quigley>Can we schedule a follow up when more information is available? 

 

00:46:41.000 --> 00:46:41.900 

<v Margo>It is important to note that over 180 administrators attended this meeting. We are starved for 

information about sped.   Can we schedule weekly meetings in this format? 

 

00:46:48.000 --> 00:46:48.900 

<v Lisa Pilson>Please post the link to the google site 

 



00:46:55.000 --> 00:46:55.900 

<v Dotty Lin>@Margo, that would be great 

 

00:47:09.000 --> 00:47:09.900 

<v Denise Forrest>Google Site  

https://sites.google.com/fcpsschools.net/specialeducationsuggestedinstr/data-collection 

 

00:47:22.000 --> 00:47:22.900 

<v Kathy Quigley>@Diane, we can't get our hands on the proper PPE that was provided for Summer 

Clinic.  Just an FYI 

 

00:47:59.000 --> 00:47:59.900 

<v Katie Aldridge>Will schools receive PPE for evaluators soon? 

 

00:48:00.000 --> 00:48:00.900 

<v Rachel Charlton>Hooray! 

 

00:48:39.000 --> 00:48:39.900 

<v Rachel Charlton>@Margo agree! 

 

00:48:41.000 --> 00:48:41.900 

<v Jesse Kraft>good point, Maureen. 

 

00:48:43.000 --> 00:48:43.900 

<v Holly McGuigan>What is the protocol for bringing in students to be tested - PPE etc. 

 

00:48:44.000 --> 00:48:44.900 

<v Mary Duffy>Yes! Maureen. 

 



00:48:47.000 --> 00:48:47.900 

<v Joanne Jackson>Weekly updates would be helpful!! 

 

00:48:50.000 --> 00:48:50.900 

<v Mary Duffy>That is exactly what I was going to say. 

<v Sara Van Aalst>yes 

 

00:48:52.000 --> 00:48:52.900 

<v Rachel Charlton>Thank you, Maureen! 

 

00:48:54.000 --> 00:48:54.900 

<v Sara Harper>We can also get fired for a misstep too .... or on the news! 

<v Jennifer-Flint Hill>Thank you, Maureen.  

 

00:48:55.000 --> 00:48:55.900 

<v Dotty Lin>yes 

 

00:48:56.000 --> 00:48:56.900 

<v Kathy Quigley>yes Maureen!!! 

 

00:49:01.000 --> 00:49:01.900 

<v Katie Aldridge>Thank you, Maureen 

 

00:49:02.000 --> 00:49:02.900 

<v Lisa Pilson>Agreed 

<v Holly McGuigan>YES! 

 

00:49:05.000 --> 00:49:05.900 

<v Karen Tuttle>Thanks Maureen 



 

00:49:07.000 --> 00:49:07.900 

<v Holly Walker>What is the PPE for in person evaluations? 

 

00:49:10.000 --> 00:49:10.900 

<v Scott Hawk>Thank you Maureen 

 

00:49:13.000 --> 00:49:13.900 

<v Jason Pensler BRES>yes Maureen... agreed 

 

00:49:40.000 --> 00:49:40.900 

<v Kathy Quigley>I can't get a thermometer, face shield or gown even though we were told they were 

used in summer clinic. 

 

00:49:44.000 --> 00:49:44.900 

<v Renee Miller>agree, Maureen! 

 

00:49:59.000 --> 00:49:59.900 

<v Mahri Aste>Pals- no one is getting fired because no one wants these jobs!         

 

00:50:15.000 --> 00:50:15.900 

<v Diane Leipzig>hahaha Mahri 

 

00:50:16.000 --> 00:50:16.900 

<v Renee Miller>Truth, Mahri! 

 

00:50:31.000 --> 00:50:31.900 

<v Renee Miller>       

 



00:50:33.000 --> 00:50:33.900 

<v Merrell Dade>These shouldn't be optional... 

 

00:51:44.000 --> 00:51:44.900 

<v Shelby Hill>We can't make decisions on hours without the information about programs and available 

resources online       

 

00:51:55.000 --> 00:51:55.900 

<v Sara Van Aalst>Can we clarify how and when to schedule the addendums/annuals for virutal 

learning? I'm not sure how SPED staff and PDs can do all of these meetings and meet other demands 

required to open for the school year. 

 

00:52:09.000 --> 00:52:09.900 

<v Karen Tuttle>Some parents will want the same as they had in brick and mortar.   

 

00:52:11.000 --> 00:52:11.900 

<v Maureen Boland RVES>I think the "requirement" and the reality of kids being online with someone is 

challenging. 

 

00:52:13.000 --> 00:52:13.900 

<v Liz Calvert>@sara, agreed 

 

00:52:18.000 --> 00:52:18.900 

<v Matthew Chapman>3.5-4.5 include 30 min of specials 

 

00:52:39.000 --> 00:52:39.900 

<v Kathy Quigley>@Maureen, completely agree.   

 

00:52:42.000 --> 00:52:42.900 



<v David Fee>Shelby, we are thinking the same thing.  We can't truly move forward without guidance on 

specialized program hours and expectations. 

 

00:52:53.000 --> 00:52:53.900 

<v Maureen Boland RVES>We have students who cannot tolerate being in front of a computer for that 

long. 

 

00:53:05.000 --> 00:53:05.900 

<v Mary Duffy>My audio won't connect. I'll put my question in the chat. 

 

00:53:07.000 --> 00:53:07.900 

<v Jane Strong>I do understand the screen time issue 

 

00:53:41.000 --> 00:53:41.900 

<v Ann Smith>@Maureen - document, document, document 

<v Maureen Boland RVES>@Mary - yes that is critical. 

 

00:53:43.000 --> 00:53:43.900 

<v VaRonica Sloan>Please share more about the parent workshops and SPED parent town halls to share 

this information 

<v Rachel Charlton>I thought I saw the programs in the PD plan 

 

00:54:09.000 --> 00:54:09.900 

<v Kathy Quigley>@Mary, yes!  This seems overwhelming! 

<v Rachel Charlton>@Mary - the plan that was released by Sloan last week...I think. 

 

00:54:24.000 --> 00:54:24.900 

<v Margo>At Ft Belvoir Primary, we have 148... 

 

00:54:27.000 --> 00:54:27.900 



<v David Fee>We have about 100! 

 

00:54:44.000 --> 00:54:44.900 

<v Rachel Charlton>With one link, we can only hold one meeting at a time 

 

00:54:48.000 --> 00:54:48.900 

<v Jennifer-Flint Hill>We want to be there, too... 

 

00:54:53.000 --> 00:54:53.900 

<v Kathy Quigley>They still require administrators 

 

00:54:58.000 --> 00:54:58.900 

<v Dotty Lin>overall for admin to be there and classroom teachers, and related service folks 

 

00:55:02.000 --> 00:55:02.900 

<v Sara Van Aalst>PD requirement is a concern as well as service providers, gen ed teacher and case 

manager. 

<v Kathy Quigley>and there are only 2 of us at elementary 

 

00:55:37.000 --> 00:55:37.900 

<v Kanchana>with all of the PD teachers and admin have to attend and prepping for the opening is 

challenging to get them all done 

 

00:55:47.000 --> 00:55:47.900 

<v Kathy Quigley>Jane, we have many IEPs that must be done that require administrators to be there 

and there are only 2 administrators in the building and we have to do many other tasks. 

 

00:55:54.000 --> 00:55:54.900 

<v Nikki Yacubovich>Can we have teams start now if they are willing to start?  

 



00:56:36.000 --> 00:56:36.900 

<v Sara Van Aalst>Is there any training for case managers other than the written IEP guidance for these 

addendums? 

 

00:56:52.000 --> 00:56:52.900 

<v Jennifer-Flint Hill>I think that we can tell parents that we can meet the IEP needs without addendum, 

but my parents, at least, will still want to meet... 

 

00:57:09.000 --> 00:57:09.900 

<v Jenni Coakley>Email Michelle Pratt for PPE requests 

 

00:57:20.000 --> 00:57:20.900 

<v Diane Leipzig>Thanks Jenni! 

 

00:57:31.000 --> 00:57:31.900 

<v Debbie Lorenzo>There is a recorded training for case managers found on the DPE site as well as the 

PSLs have the recording.  

 

00:58:00.000 --> 00:58:00.900 

<v Debbie Lorenzo>Let me know if there is anything I can do. I am happy to talk with  your team with the 

PSL. 

 

00:59:26.000 --> 00:59:26.900 

<v VaRonica Sloan>thank you 

 

00:59:46.000 --> 00:59:46.900 

<v Jane Strong>there's someone's mic on? 

 

00:59:57.000 --> 00:59:57.900 

<v Kelly Durso>Google Meet allows you to call families - that might be a great option for meetings.  



 

01:00:19.000 --> 01:00:19.900 

<v Karen Tuttle>BBC works too 

 

01:00:27.000 --> 01:00:27.900 

<v VaRonica Sloan>thanks team 

 

01:00:41.000 --> 01:00:41.900 

<v Sue Andujar>Thanks everyone      

 

01:00:42.000 --> 01:00:42.900 

<v Rachel Charlton>Are we permitted to use Google and BbCU for IEPs? 

 

01:00:46.000 --> 01:00:46.900 

<v Dotty Lin>Thank you for this session and I look forward to more!       

 

01:00:47.000 --> 01:00:47.900 

<v Renee Miller>Thank you! 

<v Jane Strong>yes Rachel 

 

01:00:48.000 --> 01:00:48.900 

<v Sean McCartney>Thank you Mike & team.  Very helpful! 

 

01:00:52.000 --> 01:00:52.900 

<v Karen Tuttle>yes 

 

01:00:55.000 --> 01:00:55.900 

<v Shelby Hill>yes 

 



01:00:56.000 --> 01:00:56.900 

<v Holly Walker>Thank you all for the info  

 

01:01:04.000 --> 01:01:04.900 

<v Diane Leipzig>Thanks! 

<v Rachel Charlton>Thanks, Jane!  I heard we were not.  That's great! 


